I am an Oregonian and I am writing today to testify against mandatory vaccines. SB 3063 is a violation of basic human
rights. As the bill is worded, not only would my children be denied access to school, they would be denied access to
church, Cub Scouts, and any other facility that has a childcare option. Even if I decided that’s it’s in my family‘s best
interest to forgo even one vaccine of 72. This is government overreach .
Vaccine injury is a common occurrence. It is not rare. The CDC is corrupt, vaccine manufacturers are liability free and are
about as ethical as Monsanto. Where there is risk, there must be a choice. Forcing medical procedures upon citizens
has no place in a democracy.
I will not comply to any and every injection that the government demands that I comply to.
I want you all to say this out loud “ Government Enforced Injections “.
Is that the kind of society Oregon is trying to build? If The members of the committee think they are trying to protect
the innocent school children, think again. Millions of children in the United States are maimed by their vaccines. I dare
each and everyone of you to bear witness to the stories of the vaccine injured. It is your duty. If you want to protect
children then you need to face the big ugly beast of vaccine safety. The vaccines are not safe. There is no emergency in
Oregon. There is no giant outbreak of deadly disease. Of the very few people who got meadles, none of them were
public school children. How does this translate into “every child in Oregon needs to be vaccinated. “? If The members
of the committee think mandating vaccines is going to eradicate measles then it is not educated on the subject. Please
do not vote to endanger / exclude the children of the state without even getting an education on the subject. If the
committee mandates vaccines, it is mandating any and all vaccines , current and future, be they for communicable
diseases or otherwise. Merek has over 200 vaccines waiting in the wings .
MANDATORY MEDICAL PROCEDURES ARE UNETHICAL AND DANGEROUS!
Sincerely,
Kathy Prout
Ashland, Oregon

